MORA BIORESONANCE THERAPY with the BIOKAT MV (BRT)

The body emanates a very small invisible electromagnetic field just as it emits heat and odor. Each person’s electromagnetic field oscillates in a unique pattern like their fingerprint. In addition there are specific locations of the body (acupuncture points) that are particularly suitable to measure these oscillations, which change based on the condition of your organs, tissues, and body as a whole. The skin’s electric conductivity is directly proportional to the electric energy of the acupuncture point, which is a direct measure of the invisible body’s energy flow. BioResonance Therapy (BRT) is based on the use and application of these weak electromagnetic and bioactive subtle fields.

MORA BioResonance Therapy originated in Germany over 30 years ago combining the principles of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), homeopathy and Electro-Acupuncture. Through very precise sampling of the body’s micro-magnetic oscillations and by using a very specialized proprietary filter, patterns can be divided into physiological and non-physiological (“pathological”). The filter is unique to MORA and BioKat devices. Dr. Kaslow uses the top-of-the-line BioKat MV that has been continuously refined with the very latest technology standards.

Non-physiological (“pathological”) information resulting from disorder, dysfunction, and disease can be inverted by a MORA filter by a phase shift of 180 degrees as shown in the picture. Only MORA or BioKat equipment have this filter even though other companies advertise they do. Thus, only MORA BioResonance Therapy (BRT) can neutralize the “pathological” information before it is returned to the body as therapeutically effective information. In essence, MORA BRT ensures that the self-regulation system of the body will function fully as intended without any problem.

There are two basic components to a BRT session: 1) obtaining the body’s own unique energy pattern, and 2) reinforcing healthy energy patterns. As a result, BRT reaches and addresses your specific condition that cannot, or only superficially, be identified or treated by orthodox medicine. Although Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is based on analyzing very tiny magnetic oscillations, the subtle “oscillations” are so minute that they cannot be detected through conventional methods such as blood tests, x-rays, scans, etc. However, studies by Dr. Klaus Volkamer showed that using the BioKat electrodes, subtle but measurable fields are detectable and that they move along lines. Furthermore, BioKat therapy has been shown to affect these fields and alter them. This research is among the first direct physical indication that BioKat is transferring energy through its electrodes. BRT is real. Dr. Kaslow is not aware of any other similar device that has been proven to do such. Do not confuse BRT using a MORA or BioKat Device with SCENAR, Bicom, QXCI/SCI, radionics, NES, Zyto, ASYRA, etc.

BRT is used by more than 10,000 medical practitioners worldwide. Smoking cessation therapy in Turkey and therapy for allergic skin disorders in China are accredited in the scope of their National Health care. In Russia, BRT is registered with the State Department of Health for allergic disorders, functional disorders of various causes, nervous and sensory system disorders, pain syndromes of different type and cause, cardiovascular diseases, gastrointestinal disorders, skin diseases, musculoskeletal disorders, urogenital disorders, wounds, and ulcers.
**INDICATIONS:** The indications of BRT cover nearly all diseases that are still reversible including:

- Infections of all types of microbes
- Allergies of any type except anaphylaxis
- Intoxications for poisons, amalgams, meds, etc.
- Auto-immune disorders and diseases
- Rheumatic disorders
- Pain of any type
- Non-inherited metabolic disorders
- Constitutional weaknesses
- Emotional blockages
- Degenerative diseases including neurologic

BRT complements pharmaceutical, nutritional, and homeopathic forms of medicine. Because biochemical changes only occur after physical changes have been made, BRT works on deep physics that are structural in a microscopic sense – physics determines biochemical function. All biochemical processes are based on electromagnetic processes between the outer electron shells of atoms. Furthermore, numerous controlled research studies corroborate the effectiveness of the BRT at both the clinical and biological levels.

**ALLERGEN IDENTIFICATION and REVERSAL:** Individuals with activated allergies often have significantly increased acupuncture point values in certain acupuncture meridians. If a suspected allergen signature is identified and then applied back to the patient through the BioKat MV in its inverted form (180 degree out of phase), the "pathological" acupuncture point measurement is significantly improved. Thus the BioKat MV can reliably test every substance using this so-called “testing-by-relief” of the meridian imbalance. MORA BRT devices were the first devices ever to incorporate special circuitry for allergy testing and deleting of allergy information. As such, you not only can identify allergic substances in terms of their influence on the meridian, but the evaluation results in reversing the effect on the body and balances the affected meridians. Consequently, a large number of medicines, foods and potential allergens can be tested / inverted without stressing the patient. This is far more relevant and extensive than expensive blood or skin tests.

**TOXIN ANALYSIS:** The BioKat also offers precise electro-acupuncture measurements (EAV) that help identify causal patterns of dysfunction. Using MORA proprietary Differential Measuring Technology, foods, inhalants, chemicals, medications, supplements, toxins, microbes, amalgams, etc. that may be detrimental to the body can be identified and inverted. This instrument can also detect voltage and current related to dental disease that x-rays and other imaging tests cannot.

**GEOPATHY TESTING:** The BioKat MV permits a new form of geopathy testing from a drop of blood, which is put into an anti-clockwise spiral. The recorded oscillatory information is inverted by the BioKat MV and returned to the patient via handheld electrodes. With geopathic stress correction, the measured acupuncture points are so explicitly normalized as to facilitate a precise diagnosis.

**PERSONALIZED TREATMENT:** The basic concept is the use of the patient's own specific and highly individual oscillatory information to improve the body's own circuitry to regulate itself into a healthy state. BRT using the BioKat MV do this without supplying any external foreign energy, as there is no galvanic current flow. Thus, there is no limit regarding age, gender, or “believing” in alternative therapies. BRT therapy can be complemented by incorporating your own blood, saliva, stool and/or urine for even greater therapeutic precision and effect.

**THE BRT SESSION:** Normally, BRT is applied in two steps. The first one involves basic treatment of the whole body where palms and soles are used as for input and output. This is then followed by local therapy of individual disturbed meridians, or entire body areas (head zones, neural zones, certain diseased anatomic areas) as indicated.

BRT is performed by Vanessa in our office. Generally only a few sessions are required for acute conditions. More sessions are required in chronic conditions depending on the individual situation. Each session is scheduled for 60 minutes and should be arranged through the front office at 714-565-1032. After each session, you may receive a micro-dose remedy and/or use Hyperphoton Therapy to assist you in detoxifying and to accelerate your response. The fee for BRT is $125.00, and the optional remedy or HPT are $15.00 each. None are billable to insurance. Payment is expected at the end of each session.
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